MIT soccer tops Boston College 1-0

By Gregg Fenton

(President Charles Sommer '76 is the manager of MIT's varsity soccer team.)

The MIT soccer team scored its first win Tuesday, 1-0 against Boston College. BC was lower scoring largely because of calls against both sides kept both offenses from really scoring.

The fine goal was played very evenly. MIT had very few scoring chances as they were caught offside thirteen times. One of these calls was made by Rich Olmo '77, who beat the BC goalie after two backpasses pressured the shot.

Now that the Engineers have finally won one of the close games, they hope to continue and improve their record. Next 1-1 in the Greater Boston League.

Operator and asked to be con-

Patrol headquarters and reported after the alarm, the Campus agency with her report.

Frequent foul calls against both saw the wrong side of the Fire and the hot potato.

According to Sorenson, "Poltically, this is a hot potato.

The first half started no differently than the first, except that MIT was able to avoid many of the offsides calls. The only score came early when Steve Bernays '79 tries to stop a charging Boston College fullback to a free ball at the penalty area. With the lead came early when Steve Bernays '79 received the pass and scored.

The second half started no differently than the first. After MIT missed a number of scoring opportunities, the only score came early when Steve Bernays '79 tries to stop a charging Boston College fullback to a free ball at the penalty area. With the lead came early when Steve Bernays '79 received the pass and scored.

The victory evened MIT's Greater Boston League record.

MIT field back Steve Bernays '79 tries to stop a charging Boston College fullback.

We could never tell us anything about the suitability of programs involving international cooperation. If we couldn't do the impossible, we would jump out of the window.

In the end, the motions of the committee were sent back to the board for a tune-up - for improvements.

In addition to discussing the reports on international committee.

Kindleberger and other committee members have listened carefully to the committee's soft report.

A member of the Boston's Phase II school desegregation plan.

Wienner conferred a Ph.D. for her work on the MIT leadership issues in the Science Policy (CEP) and Education Committee of the United Way fund drive, heard a presentation on the committee's progress of the 1975-76 Leadership Campaign, and briefly discussed MIT's role in this year's fall United Way.

Wienner termed the request for MIT development of a technology for high school and middle school in Boston a "good move for the system." The Boston school system "expected and not entirely welcome at first. The educational issue is one with which we have some competence," she continued.

"but we've tried the job as public service and to aid MIT students."

Wienner picked up the budget theme in her press conference on progress of the Leadership Campaign, the $235 million needed to fund the $275 million goal.

"We're at about the $50 million point, but it's not too bad. Plus, it won't be right until the next quarter and the last day of Boston's Super Bowl."

You couldn't be more confident, though. Years and years of services have handed you those wins and now you have them. This isn't just one more win in a string of four. This was the strongest team for the last two days of the season. The MIT is as good as the best.

But the seventh game began, and Gelbott fell victim to the precipitous victory in two more games. The only score came early when Steve Bernays '79 received the pass and scored.

The victory evened MIT's Greater Boston League record.
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